
Tattoo  Readings In addition to “normal” prophetic words, those who 
attended Bethel’s “Power and Love Conference” in February received 
readings based on their tattoos and piercings.  Doug Addison can interpret 
the hidden messages on your body and even train you to do the same.  You 
don’t even have to fly to where he is; for the reasonable fee of $150, he can 
tickle your ears over the phone for thirty minutes. 35 

(Source: 35 http://gospelliving.blogspot.com/2013/04/why-jesus-culture-bethel-church-and_15.html) 

 

 

When psychology meets psychic - what do you get? Part 1 

(Used wih permission under copyright 2012 provsion of “Let Us Reason Ministries”) 

God is doing a new thing according to Doug Addison and it is through him. 
Addsion claims that he is “one of the forerunners for Prophetic Evangelism. 
“I went all around the world training people to use dream interpretation and 
prophecy as a means of sharing God’s love.” 

Bio - DOUG ADDISON is the founder of InLight Connection in Santa 
Maria, California and is the author of the book Prophecy, Dreams, and 



Evangelism. He travels worldwide helping people transform their lives and 
discover their purpose. Doug is a stand-up comedian and his training 
seminars include hearing God, understanding dreams and visions, and 
experiencing the supernatural. Doug also trains and leads dream teams and 
prophetic/power evangelism outreaches. 

He is called a life coach, a dream interpreter and travels speaking and does 
Webinars. He says of himself “he is an expert in hearing God,” (in fact he 
hears an audible voice). He claims to have interpreted 25,000 dreams and 
now claims to interpret tattoos (thousands), and trains others to do it.  

He says there are billion people on earth that have tattoos and that God is 
speaking to people all the time, these are hidden messages on a persons 
personality traits. That tattoos have symbolism like in the parables Jesus 
taught. He says “Quite often there are hidden prophetic messages behind 
tattoos and piercings!” Addison has been, ‘prophesying over tattoos since 
2004.” He has become known as the tattoo prophet (for now).  

He also claims to use the Holy Spirit to guide people to understand the 
prophetic in a tattoo (he would have to spend years on Todd Bentley). 
By“explaining the prophetic symbolism and location of people’s tattoos and 
piercings. When someone tells you the story behind a tattoo they are opening 
up their life to you and it often reveals revelation about their destiny that 
they did not know was there.” 

And he states "women are drawn to the prophetic and dream interpretation" 
more than men. 

To validate this he states “even Jesus comes back with a tat in Revelation 
19:16 (King of Kings and Lord of Lords is written His thigh).”   

He teaches there is significance in the placement of the tattoo on the body. 
So he will train you to do this as well, (he says once you do it you will get 
hooked). The complete online training is $79.00 http://vimeo.com/44835586 

“I am releasing my new Prophetic Tattoo and Piercing Interpretation online 
training this month. Go to www.propheticevangelism.com and offers a free 
jump-start course. Offering his Prophetic Evangelism at a discounted price 
until 3/31/12, which is still there.  



How anyone can say this with a straight face is beyond me, but even more 
disturbing is that the recipients of this teaching actually believe this is from 
God as a gift. 

Maybe he can interpret people’s clothes or types of glasses they wear, or 
what car or house they rent or buy, or if they eat meat or are vegetarian 
(hopefully I have not given him ideas for a new enterprise). The possibilities 
are endless for these spiritual entrepreneurs. This appears to have more to do 
with psychology than anything else. 

Whenever someone touts themselves as an expert in something of this 
caliber we must take pause. The Bible says every believer is able to have 
God speak to them by His word and His Holy Spirit, but if what one hears 
does not coincide with the word written, than it cannot be God speaking. 
There are other spiritual beings that speak in much the same manner that 
Addison describes. One thing you can be assured not to get from Addison, 
sound expository teaching from the Bible.  Addison says he never went to 
bible college (but states he is not against it), yet his books are being used in 
some colleges. 

“One of the major ways that God speaks to me is through things that happen 
in my life. These events are often like a prophetic act or they are symbolic of 
what God is saying and doing on a larger scale.” He speaks on what he 
notices in his life and uses it for his prophetic explanations, admitting the 
major way is not by His word. He says, we can hear the voice of God more 
accurately and consistently -- by his inside tips; after all he is a prophet. 

Addison claims our evangelism went flat in the 70’s and 80’s, that he is the 
example of new ways of evangelism today. Addison claims what he is doing 
is new but not really, it’s what Jesus did. He sends people out (sets up a 
booth) to practice encouragement, giving prophetic words (to unbelievers) 
rather than the gospel. Is that what we are to do, encourage unbelievers! 
Tells people to trust the still small voice (where is that stated in the New 
Testament). Can all can hear from God without taking care of the sin factor 
through Jesus first? 

I propose that he is the example of new ways evangelism does not work 
today. He tells people it’s so easy to do ministry (the Bible calls it labor). He 
has innumerable stories about his successes. One may be impressed by his 
stories but anyone who is reaching out to a rebellious confused generation 



knows it is NOT easy and is filled with disappointments along with its 
victories. 

In one speaking engagement he speaks of the first wave of revival in 1906, 
the second in 1950, then of Randy Clark getting the anointing and bring it 
back (i.e. Toronto). So it’s questionable whether he understands what the 
true anointing is. If one refers 1994 revival of laughter and Toronto they 
need serious questioning. This was one of the worst spiritual attacks on the 
church. 

A prophecy by Carol Arnott at the Toronto Airport Vineyard “… the 
methods that you have been using in the past, you are to throw them away 
because I am giving you My sword now and the old ways of doing things 
will not do. The old methods will not be acceptable to Me anymore because I 
am doing a new thing” (January 20, 1997).  Apparently Addison is on board 
with this. 

Addison then refers to 1983, the 3rd wave and about John Wimber and his 
MC5 class at Fuller college. He also speaks favorably of the Healing rooms 
as he speaks there. 

After 2005 and his disappointment of there being an expected revival AND 
NONE CAME, he describes a dream with an Arial view of the new move of 
God. He teaches that God said, he made it a wilderness because the people 
were not ready for the last move of God.  

The concept of a wilderness is for individuals God calls, such as Moses, not 
for a worldwide church. It is to PREPARE them for a mission. Speaking of 
the wilderness, he says Paul ran away after being confronted by the light. 
Not exactly what happened according to Paul’s own word’s “nor did I go up 
to Jerusalem to those who were apostles before me; but I went to Arabia, and 
returned again to Damascus” (Gal. 1:17-18) 

He states that Oprah has a gift from God. Explains that she wanted to be a 
preacher and was wounded by the church (actually she was turned off by 
Jesus being the only way). How does one who denies Jesus have a gift from 
God? According to the “Elijah List” whom he is featured on, even psychics 
gifts are from God. 

Addison is quite the comedian: He makes jokes on baptism such as unusual 
ways to baptize, bungi jumping or throwing balls and dunkin' people. While 



this may get a laugh, there is a coarseness. Truth becomes what he wants it 
to be as he offers his new way that he believes God specifically gave him. 
He claims when God does something new those closest don’t recognize it 
(like Mary and the Disciples not recognizing Jesus in his resurrected body; a 
very different thing) 

It is your destiny 

He teaches that Christians do not know their own destiny; mixes destiny 
with calling. "change your belief, change your destiny." See Eph.2:10  

He gives words of destiny to the unsaved (citing the Burning man festival) 
speaks of people laid out in God’s presence (presumably both saved an 
unsaved). He believes God has given him in his destiny (he discovered later 
in life) the things he was created to do. But his examples given  contradict 
the scripture.  

Ps 37:4 Delight yourself also in the LORD, and He shall give you the desires 
of your heart. 

He uses Jer. 29:11 as a promise for our collective destiny when it is really 
about the nation Israel V.11-13 “For I know the thoughts that I think toward 
you, says the LORD, thoughts of peace and not of evil, to give you a future 
and a hope. Then you will call upon Me and go and pray to Me, and I will 
listen to you. And you will seek Me and find Me, when you search for Me 
with all your heart.” 

The Lord is speaking to the nation Israel and their captivity in Babylon that 
will last 70 years, stating “I will visit you and perform My good word 
toward you, and cause you to return to this place." And prior before this the 
Lord Ironically speaks V.8-9 “For thus says the LORD of hosts, the God of 
Israel: Do not let your prophets and your diviners who are in your midst 
deceive you, nor listen to your dreams which you cause to be dreamed. For 
they prophesy falsely to you in My name; I have not sent them, says the 
LORD." 

Certainly if he wants to find application it is here. 

Some of things you will learn is How negative designs can have positive 
meanings; How to develop metaphoric thinking. He has activation exercises 
(sounds like Bill Hamon and the NAR). He refers to the 7 Mountains of 



Society, as in the NAR (7 Mountains of Culture) Lance Wallnau – 7 world 
kingdoms [conversation of Loren Cunningham of YWAM and Bill Bright of 
Campus crusade for Christ] “and he who can take those kingdoms can take 
the harvest of nations.”  

Problem is that we don’t take anything, we give, the gospel: then people are 
changed.  

Addison is capable to use the Bible to form what he wants it to say, 
especially when it is squeezed into his own world of visions and prophecies. 
Steve Shultz of the Elijah list says of Addison ‘There is most definitely a 
shift happening in both the spiritual and natural realms. God is shifting 
people into new positions and aligning relationships together to make a 
much bigger impact for the Kingdom. As usual, Doug Addison shares some 
key revelation in his latest word for October.” Addison says “God is moving 
in surprisingly powerful new ways right now and we need to have spiritual 
eyesight to recognize that He may come differently than we expect.” 

No doubt this would be a self endorsement for his tattoo interpretation 
business (it’s not a Bible ministry). Yes we need spiritual eyesight as spoken 
to the Laodicean church. This where the church is at; one false prophet 
promotes another and they get speaking engagements at the churches that 
they have in their pockets.  

Real prophetic evangelism is using the bibles prophecy to show that God 
does keep His word and that it is accurate and true, drawing from world 
events that line up with the word. It has nothing to do with the worldly 
concept of tattoos and piercings., readings for individuals personality 
preferences.  

The Latter Rain teaching is mostly found among the false prophets in 
some portion or fullness. 

Addsion often refers to and quotes other Latter Rain “false prophets.” Who 
is endorsing Doug Addison…false teachers Patricia King, Bill Johnson and 
Marc Chironna. TBN and the Wagner Institute in Hawaii (and elsewhere) 
also.  

We Are Sitting on an Evangelistic Gold Mine: A Call to Prophetic 
Evangelism: Doug Addison 



Have you noticed nowadays that people everywhere are saying that they are 
spiritual but not religious? ….you will find that the majority of them want a 
touch from God, but they have not been able to identify with traditional 
Christian churches. 

Acts 2:17-18 says that in the last days God will pour out His Spirit in a 
greater measure, and prophecy, dreams and visions will become more 
prevalent. With the sudden increase of interest in spirituality one can not 
help noticing that these verses are now being fulfilled. As God pours out His 
Spirit on people, they often become aware of their emptiness and they are 
motivated to search for deeper spiritual meaning in life. 

One of the ways God is drawing people today is through dreams. Although 
not all dreams are from God, quite often God will give a person a dream 
that will cause them to search for the meaning. Unfortunately, many 
Christians have stopped valuing dreams and their relevancy to daily life. As 
a result, people who have dreams from God are often forced to get them 
interpreted through the New Age or psychoanalytic methods that cannot 
accurately interpret a dream from the Holy Spirit.” (underline and bold 
mine) 

Consider what we have heard from Addison, would this not be good advice 
for himself? 

What he is describing are people searching for contact, to have an 
experience. The fact that Acts 2:17-18 is to take place in the Tribulation 
period does not matter to Latter rain adherents. Israel experienced the signs 
and wonders in the wilderness. And we all know how well that worked out 
for them … only two from the first generation entered into the Promised 
Land, they had faith. That is what God wants from us to have a relevant life. 

Heb. 4:2 “but the word preached did not profit them, not being mixed with 
faith in them that heard it.” Num. 26:65 “For the LORD had said of them, 
They shall surely die in the wilderness. And there was not left a man of 
them, save Caleb the son of Jephunneh, and Joshua the son of Nun.” Deut 
1:35 God called them “this evil generation.” Num 14:24 But my servant 
Caleb, because he had another spirit with him, and hath followed me fully, 
him will I bring into the land where into he went; and his seed shall possess 
it.” 



The spirit was God’s spirit, He believed what God said and did not need 
miracles or signs to believe. Dreams are not given to draw unbelievers. why 
would unbelievers not seek out an interpretation from the New Age or 
psychoanalytic methods. Its not because we stopped interpreting dreams, this 
is a false argument, an excuse to promote his new methods.   

Why did Jeremiah state Jer. 29:8: “Do not let your prophets and your 
diviners who are in your midst deceive you, nor listen to your dreams which 
you cause to be dreamed.”  

Dream interpretation made easy 

Addison says: In Genesis 40:6-8 Joseph encounters two men who appear to 
be depressed. They tell him (verse 8), “We both had dreams, but there is no 
one to interpret them.” People who have destiny dreams from God can often 
feel empty and adrift until they find the meaning of the night visions that 
seem to haunt them. Joseph recognized that interpretations to dreams come 
from God and that God’s people can give true interpretations to their 
dreams. 

An exciting revelation for the Church today is that no one can interpret a 
dream from God except a Spirit-filled Christian. The Apostle Paul makes 
this clear in 1 Corinthians 2:14. “The man without the Spirit does not accept 
the things that come from the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness to him, 
and he cannot understand them, because they are spiritually discerned.” 

So if God is giving people dreams and the only ones who can accurately 
interpret those dreams are Spirit-filled Christians, it appears that the 
Church is sitting on an evangelistic gold mine. Prophecy and biblically 
based dream interpretation may currently be the most culturally relevant 
means of sharing God’s love to those people outside the church.”  

Again if we go to the Bible and listen to God's teaching we have a different 
teaching than Addison. Daniel said I can’t interpret dreams - God can, so 
how can a man teach another man to do this? The practice of using a method 
or a book to identify and analyze symbols and events in our dream for 
guidance in our life is either Jungian psychology or liken to divination. 
There is nothing taught in Scripture about a method for interpretation. 

Genesis 40:8 says that interpretations of dreams belong to God, the one who 
gave it. Dan. 1:17 “…and Daniel had understanding in all visions and 



dreams.” This was not a common ability for everyone as Addison states. 
Daniel attributed this ability to God (vv.21-23), it was not something he 
possessed that could be used indiscriminately - he could not turn it on. The 
people in Scripture that interpret dreams are Joseph and Daniel, and made it 
plain that God revealed the interpretation.  

Joseph and Daniel did not go around and interpret everyone’s else’s 
dream’s. God gave them the specifics when it involved the people of Israel 
or those God were to use. This frivolous activity of dream interpretation 
comes from none other than John Paul Jackson who was part of the Kansas 
City prophets (Mike Bickel, Bob Jones, Rick Joyner etc.) 

In fact Addison states: “In 1992 I was at a conference in which the presence 
of God came and the speaker, John Paul Jackson, instructed us to write 
down three visions we were about to have. He told us that these visions will 
surely come to pass in our lives. I was amazed at the clarity of the visions 
that came to me about my own life. In the years following, all three have 
come to pass. One of them was about introducing new technology into the 
Church that will help bring revival. Within a year of having the first vision, I 
launched a new career in the area of high technology. Ten years later I 
joined the staff of John Paul’s ministry and began development of a dream 
interpretation training website, which was later developed by someone else 
into a very effective internet training website.” (The Internet: The Next 
Generation’s Revival Doug Addison) 

Everyone had 3 visions! We have been sitting on an evangelistic gold mine- 
Yes, its called the gospel message and it is the only thing that works. 

Where is this new technology that brought revival when he said it revival did 
not come? He joined with John Paul who has popularized dream 
interpretation. Addison is active in numerological interpretation as well. 

Numerology aka Chuck Pierce. 

Addison says, At 5:55 A.M. on August 1st an angel of grace woke me up by 
its very presence, standing in my room. The angel spoke these words: "It's 
time to cross over." I knew that this messenger from God was talking 
about crossing over to a new spiritual time where things that God has 
promised are going to begin to take place at an accelerated pace with a 
greater amount of God's provision. 



But the land you are crossing the Jordan to take possession of is a land of 
mountains and valley that drinks rain from Heaven. Deuteronomy 11:11 NIV  

The very things that God has promised are now starting to be revealed. I 
believe the angel's timing is instructive: 5:55 A.M., because the number five 
represents grace. 
http://www.elijahlist.com/words/display_word.html?ID=11320 

So he is visited by angels with new revelation. I agree that certain numbers 
have significance but where does the Bible teach the number 5 is grace? 

Acceleration is a constant theme we hear from these so called prophets, yes 
the end times is accelerating and the Bible says there will be a group of false 
prophets that will congregate together to deceive the elect (Mt.24:24). are 
you one of them? 

The new age movement in the church is also accelerating and the uncanny 
thing about all this is that the promoters of this unbiblical spirituality do not 
know how they are being used or whom is using them; and the hearers do 
not as well. From someone who has been there, I can tell you that this has a 
false spirit written all over it, from beginning to end. 

This is the new crop of prophets. They force the bible into the new mold of a 
mystic Kabbalistic interpretation. Another example:  

Super Bowl Sign Seen by the World Doug Addison February 11, 2013 
http://blog.dougaddison.com/category/prophetic-insight/  

Feb. 3 2013, Addison had his Daily Prophetic Word, “A Prophetic Sign from 
God will be seen around the world.” During the third quarter of the Super 
Bowl game between the Baltimore Ravens and the San Francisco 49ers, half 
the lights went out for thirty-four minutes in the New Orleans Superdome. 
This was the sign from God seen around the world. 

He uses the numbers involved in this manner: when the lights went out, the 
score of the game was 28-6. Twenty-eight plus six equals 34. The lights 
were out for 34 minutes. The power outage sign happened in the third 
quarter (3/4). The winning team’s score was 34. 



However, At 5:32 the power went out for exactly 33:55, which is rounded 
off to 34:00 minutes, just a little detail that does not matter since being exact 
does not matter.  

Addison goes on “God spoke to me in more detail about the prophetic 
significance of the repeated number 34 and the fact that only half the lights 
went out. First of all, God’s heart right now is for people to encounter His 
love, power, and acceptance.” He then speaks that our problem we are 
having with reaching people is that Christians have been judging these 
people harshly for their behavior (I recall John the baptizer doing the same.) 

The significance of the sign at the Super Bowl 
“We are the light of the world (see Matthew 5:14). Half the lights went out 
because God wants us to notice that we operating at half power. Many 
Christians keep thinking that God is judging our nation and the world. Yet 
God is actually holding the Church accountable right now for not extending 
love to those in need. Love is powerful! 

God spoke to me that pride and prejudice have blinded many Christians. At 
least half as only half the lights went out. 

The significance of 34: “During a time of prayer last week, I had an 
encounter with bright flashes of angelic light and the Holy Spirit spoke to 
me about the details of the number 34. Ezekiel 34 makes a prophetic 
comparison: people who need God and sheep. It goes on to say that 
shepherds who do not have God’s heart of love are allowing the enemy to 
ravish the sheep. God spoke to me that this prophetic application of Ezekiel 
34 is about Christians who have not had God’s heart for people in need and 
have driven them away. This chapter in Ezekiel is widely used against 
leaders, but God isn’t talking about Christian pastors or leaders in this 
context, just regular, everyday Christians.” 

How does Ezekiel 34 start off V.2-3 Son of man, prophesy against the 
shepherds of Israel, prophesy, and say unto them, Thus saith the Lord GOD 
unto the shepherds; Woe be to the shepherds of Israel that do feed 
themselves! should not the shepherds feed the flocks?Ye eat the fat, and ye 
clothe you with the wool, ye kill them that are fed: but ye feed not the flock. 

Could Ezek 34 be applied to Doug? I’m just saying… 



Let’s be accurate… Led by quarterback Colin Kaepernick, the 49ers scored 
17 points in the span of 4 minutes, 10 seconds in the third quarter. There was 
13:22 left in the third quarter when the lights went out and 15:00 minutes in 
the 4th quarter which equals 28:22. Can we find a meaning for this, maybe 
we can cross reference a scripture for this and other football games. Ravens 
edged out a 34-31 victory of 3 points if we add them together which equals 
65, that’s the age of retirement … just saying. 

This is supposed to be a sign from God seen around the world? Really, is 
this how God gave signs to have people believe? Did any Christian pick up 
on this without prophet Addison explaining it all? You might as well read 
the stars and find biblical stories in them, but we already do that. Maybe 
these prophets can do some leap frog numbering with the meteor that hit 
Russia and the asteroid that passed by 17,000 miles from Earth. There’s 
always shapes clouds make and we can read our alphabet soup in the 
morning for our daily devotional if we don’t get a message from the TV! 

James Ryle, of the Toronto Vineyard in 1990 had a "prophecy" as a series of 
dreams that a new type music would rival that of the Beatles. He explained 
his dream: The Lord spoke to me and said, 'What you saw In the Beatles - 
the gifting and that sound they had - was from me ... it was my purpose to 
bring forth through music a world-wide revival that would usher In the move 
of my spirit in bringing men and women to Christ.' And I want to tell you 
those four lads aborted something. They took what did not belong to them 
and used it in a way that was not intended by God to be used. It did bring a 
revival of music - but it brought it on the other side of the fence ... And the 
Lord spoke to me and He said, 'in 1970 1 lifted that anointing off of them. 
And it has been held in my hand ever since.” This is the type of nonsense 
that was found in the Toronto revival. 

A sign is something people see or hear to understand a message, it is for 
those who have spiritual understanding and it is not cryptic that we need a 
kabbalistic prophet to present it. Even the Pharisees understood some of the 
parables were about them. 

For more of Addison's new ways we turn to some of the many prophetic 
messages given. 

   



Part 2. When Psychology meets Psychic - what do you get? 

Lets precede to look at portions of articles written.  

Elijah list Steve Shultz speaks of two powerful words from Doug 
Addison and Catherine Brown about angels coming to bring revival to 
California and the U.S., Africa, and across the nations.  

After speaking at Cape Town, South Africa, on March 21, 2009 
Immediately I began having dreams of angels visiting me. At the 
conference, I noticed the increase of angelic activity, and the presence 
and power of God was extremely strong. …  

Just before an evening session I received what I can only describe as a 
supernatural infusion of Kingdom Financial Strategies. As I delivered 
the message, the presence of a very large angel came with an anointing 
for businessmen and women to create finances for the Kingdom. Some 
refer to this as the "Joseph Anointing," which is demonstrated in 
Genesis 41, as Joseph interprets Pharaoh's dreams and gives him 
prophetic direction on how to prosper during an economic downturn. … 

The next session the angel was back, and this time nearly the entire 
conference was set free and healed of broken hearts and issues with 
wounds from authority. The session after that, the angel was present and 
nearly everyone there experienced a manifestation of the Holy Spirit in 
their body with jolts of electricity, tingling, and warmth. Dozens were 
physically healed that night and there were reports back the next day of 
supernatural turnarounds, including someone about to commit suicide 
who was ministered to and saved. 

…I telephoned a friend of mine in the U.S., a prophet named Bob Jones, 
to ask if he was aware of an angel like this. Bob told me the angel was 
"Power Evangelism" and it was being assigned to me to come back to 
the U.S. to bring about a revival. 

So we have healing angels visiting him with power just like Todd 
Bentley and the Gnostics had. Of course Bob Jones would have an 
answer about these angels. There’s more: 

The Gathering Angels 



That night I had a spiritual experience. I don't know if I dreamed it, was 
really there, or it was a vision. In this experience, I was driving down 
U.S. Highway 101 in California. I noticed on the side of the road that 
there were dozens of Cal-Trans workers (California Department of 
Transportation). I looked closer and I saw their faces turn into ancient 
African faces with eyes of blazing fire. They were busy scooping up 
handfuls of white balls of light from the grass. They were able to find 
these lights that had been overlooked and discarded by others. Then the 
fear of God came over me as I realized these were the angels that have 
been sent by God to gather in a great revival (see Luke 10:2 and 
Matthew 24:31). I knew that this group of angels had come from 
Africa to the U.S. to bring about revival. 

The Power Evangelism Angel and the Gathering Angels are now in 
California preparing for a great move of God that will sweep the entire 
earth. … Many different types of visitations and outpourings from God 
are happening right now all over the earth.” 

Angels of light all over the landscape, changing faces into fire, wow.  an 
this is going to sweep the entire world. 

He says he asked God for a confirmation. At the next meeting a "white 
feather" literally appeared in mid-air and floated down to the palm of 
my hand in plain view of everyone. The power of God hit the place quite 
strongly. I slid out of my seat and was on the floor in an Acts 10:10 
trance type of experience. I saw the angel holding my hand and I began 
to receive a deep level of revelation that has not stopped since. 

On and on it goes, where it ends no one knows.  

Here’s what I find interesting, those who believe in the gifts and are 
grounded in the word have none of this in there lives. But those 
involved in the Latter Rain / Toronto anointing have it going on day and 
night, awake and asleep. This is what has become normal in these 
circles open to “mystical influences” from the spiritual realm. 

Sudden Acceleration Doug Addison 

While watching the news last night, I saw a story about an 
unexplainable phenomenon called “Sudden Acceleration” that has even 
scientists baffled. Because cars today are highly technical and 



omputerized, they are not able to explain why Toyotas and other cars 
are experiencing this “Sudden Acceleration.” They have actually gotten 
NASA and other rocket scientists involved as they study the problem. 

If this were a dream what would it mean? 

Sudden Acceleration is a symbolic representation of what is happening 
in the spiritual realm right now. Quite often things that happen in the 
natural realm are symbolic of what God is doing in the supernatural. In 
dream symbolism cars often represent aspects of our life such as our 
jobs, spiritual gifts, ministries, etc. … God is accelerating our destinies 
and we are about to see things begin to happen at a much greater pace. 

…The BMW connection 

Check this out. God spoke to me last year that someone will buy a car 
for us and to get ready; I was to go choose the car I want. My choice is 
a BMW 3 series because it will help me to be able to get into the media 
community of Hollywood. … As I went to BMW to pick a car out I 
interpreted a dream for the salesman that was a major confirmation to 
him about a job change he was about to make. He was leaving his job 
the next day to become a farmer but people around him thought he was 
crazy. He was in tears on his cell phone with his wife as he told her that 
it was God who was calling him to follow his dream of being a farmer 
like his father… 

It is time to take steps and to be flexible 

God spoke to me recently to be very flexible in this season of change. I 
had thought that the BMW would be new (though God never clearly 
stated this) but the answer to that prophetic word came as a used one to 
get started. Similarly, I was trying to buy a new laptop but I only had 
half the money I needed to buy what I wanted and needed as a writer 
and speaker. God said that because technology is changing quickly, it is 
not as important to invest for the long term with certain items like 
laptops that go out of date so quickly. So I had to change my mindset 
and strategy and now I have a new older model laptop that is five times 
as fast as my old one and it was half the price of what I was going to 
spend. … 

It seems everything that takes place in the natural is indicative of this so 



called sprit realm they tap into, God has an awful lot to say outside His 
Word each and everyday. 

The Next Level of Power Evangelism 
Doug Addison – August 25, 2010 

Over the next three months will be a time to get established in the new 
season that we are now entering into. Last year was the Jewish “Year of 
Jubilee” from September 2008–September 2009. This is known as a 
sabbatical year of rest that occurs after seven cycles of seven years each 
(Leviticus 25:10–13). 

Wait just a second, From a prophetic standpoint, every seven years God 
will bring a totally new season for us. The last cycle of sevens was 
2001–2008. …For me, I became a forerunner of Prophetic Evangelism. 
In 2001, I left my job as a pastor and launched my ministry InLight 
Connection. I went all around the world training people in a new 
creative way to share God’s love and wrote a book called Prophecy, 
Dreams and Evangelism: Revealing God’s Love Through Divine 
Encounters. 

He also claims those who had injustices, were ripped off,  all your losses 
will be repaid in the year of Jubilee (Sept. 2008). 

Rod Parsley promised the same in 1999, he said “Well In this year of 
jubilee God wants to paint or mark you with his anointing.” Shambach 
said in the late 90’s it was the year of Jubilee, as did many others on 
TBN. Addison is going against a number of the “other” prophets in his 
own camp that said it was 10 years before (the Jubilee is every 50 
years). Well, it matters little when none of them are right. The year of 
jubilee is connected to the law of the Old Testament. It has nothing to do 
with a new covenant believer. Yet Addison states that even your car will 
stop needing repair,” ‘your clothes will not wear out” one cannot get 
more brazen FALSE promises. There’s not one person on earth that will 
see this happen, least of all him. 

My seven year cycles: 
1973—Received Jesus 
1980—Felt called to start a relevant church 
1987—Came out of the occult and came back to the church 



What? He came out of the occult in 1987, 14 years after he received 
Jesus? This timeline does not make sense. Why is he still promoting the 
occult?  

He says "During the Year of Jubilee (2008–2009) God took us into a 
time of transition in which the old way of doing things was not as 
effective as it once was and the new has not been fully revealed. ... I 
released a prophetic word last January that it would be a year to 
“realign, reassign, and resign.” We have been seeing this happen. 
 
He uses "Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish New Year) 2010, God will begin 
to establish and make clear the new things that He is calling us to. That 
God spoke to me that when we set the clocks forward in the spring, 
things would begin to spring forward. When we set the clocks back in 
the fall (November 7 in the U.S.) things will begin to fall into place. 

... This year God told me to be a “future Christian in the current 
Church.” As I stepped out of the box using more stand-up comedy and 
secular music I started to see people receive financial miracles (laugh 
your debt off) and their destinies begin to open up in a new way. This 
looked different from the normal power and healing meetings I have 
been seeing over the past decade. 
 
Isaiah 11:2 NIV 
The Spirit of the Lord will rest on him— 
the Spirit of wisdom and of understanding, 
the Spirit of counsel and of power, 
the Spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the Lord— 

The new Power Evangelism will involve helping people get into their 
destinies using wisdom (godly advice), understanding (discernment), 
counsel (coaching), knowledge (prophetic) AND God’s ultimate power 
to change your life! It is similar to Genesis 41 in which Joseph not only 
interpreted Pharaoh’s dreams; he also gave him insight and godly 
advice on how to respond. Joseph was promoted into a position of 
authority and helped save Israel and the entire world during a famine. 

I feel as though I am being a forerunner once again. Over the next seven 
years helping people find and fulfill their destinies will become the next 
level of Power Evangelism. Using spiritual gifts of wisdom, 



understanding, counsel, and knowledge are very powerful tools in 
helping people understand more about God. Developing ourselves 
personally through God’s love and strength is the starting place.  

Not only does he advertise himself (he new Power Evangelism) by this 
scripture but uses Joseph as if everyone can be a Joseph. If one were to 
use a spiritual gift of discernment they would be using the word not 
another mans mystical interpretations. 

Gen. 40:8 Joseph is told the butler and the bakers dream- And they said 
to him, “We each have had a dream, and there is no interpreter of it.” 
And Joseph said to them, “Do not interpretations belong to God? Tell 
them to me, please.” For the butler, it was a good interpretation- for the 
baker it was not, Joseph answered and said, "Within three days Pharaoh 
will lift off your head from you and hang you on a tree; and the birds 
will eat your flesh from you." (Gen. 40:17-19).  

These dreams were used to exalt Joseph to his place of rulership and 
exonerate him so that he would be used to save the nation Israel. While 
God would occasionally give dreams to ungodly rulers, it took certain 
godly men to interpret them. 

The Internet: The Next Generation’s Revival Doug Addison 

Aimee Semple McPherson and Rex Humbard 
Aimee Semple McPherson was among the first to have a radio station 
dedicated to broadcasting the gospel in the 1920s. Rex Humbard was 
the first to have a weekly church service broadcast, and was the first to 
have a Christian television network. Both of them were evangelists and 
were forerunners with their callings to reach the world through media. 
In 2004 I went into Angelus Temple in Los Angeles, which was Aimee’s 
first Four Square church, and I asked God to give me any task that she 
was not able to accomplish in her lifetime. Long story short, within a 
year I received a grant from the Four Square Foundation for $125,000. 
God used this experience to show me that the prayer I prayed worked 
and that He can turn things around in a day. 

I was in Akron, Ohio in August, 2009 and God spoke to me that I was 
not to visit my family as I had planned, but instead I was to go pray at 
my mother’s grave site. I did it but did not know exactly why until I was 
leaving the cemetery. To my surprise I saw Rex Humbard’s grave! I 



went to it and did the same type of prayer I did with Aimee McPherson. 
I asked God to give me any task that Rex Humbard was not able to fulfill 
before he died. I first came to know Jesus under Rex’s ministry in the 
1970s as a teenager in Akron, Ohio..... 

Shades of Benny Hinn, while Addison does not say exactly what Benny 
Hinn has said, clearly the importance of being at the gravesite is 
displayed.  

A vision from Bob Jones 
In 2007 the prophet Bob Jones had a vision in which God had given me 
a hacksaw and I was cutting into the wires that connect computers 
together. In his vision I was able to cut into these computer wires and 
short circuit the plans of the enemy and place God’s glory into the 
computers instead. One of my first jobs after I began pursuing my 
calling to ministry was that of a computer network engineer. I have 
extensive experience in wide-area networks and owned a networking 
business in the 1990s. I have always been involved in technology, 
though now I am more of a creative prophetic writer, speaker and 
evangelistic guru. 

Responding 
I began doing webinars two years ago as a response to Bob Jones’ 
vision. Since then, we have suffered attack, my website was hacked, and 
my ministry almost went under this year due to lack of finances. False 
reports have been released on the internet about me and other ministries 
and churches have spoken against me. I know that it is the enemy trying 
to discourage me from my ultimate calling to reach the world through 
business and technology. In the past couple of years I began to prophecy 
into the lives of business people and just recently we are seeing the 
millions of dollars being released into the Kingdom of God as a result. 

No one needs to make anything up on Addison to show others what he 
is about and how far off he is if they use the word of God correctly.  

The next steps, he says God is directing them to develop a global 
internet school of ministry with live interactive training in the areas of 
hearing God, understanding dreams and visions, developing your 
spiritual gifts, and finding your destiny. … he goes on to say “We need 
to raise $5,000 for the first phase and an additional $5,000 for the 



second phase later in the year. Please prayerfully consider partnering 
with us in this new project that will ultimately impact the world for 
Jesus Christ. 

Addison says millions of dollars being released into the Kingdom of 
God as a result of him but he is asking to raise 5,000 dollars. 

What Addison is doing with prophetic tattoos and piercings etc. is 
certainly a new thing but has nothing to do with the God of the Bible. It 
could be considered silly except he is teaching others to do the same and 
is using God to validate this as a gift, wanting to be compensated for it. 

For being “an experienced prophetic dream and tattoo interpreter, and 
a professional stand-up comedian” He does not notice what he is saying 
is not a Biblical ministry, gift or calling. We need to identify these new 
"I got a revelation ministry" as he and others like him expand their 
platform across the globe and take advantage of those lacking Bbible 
knowledge and discernment. Addison claims he is an expert in the area 
of hearing God. If this was true he would hear the word, he would not 
traffic in Kabbala, mysticism nor invent or promote new charismatic 
trends.  

You can find the full articles on Addison on the Elijah list and his own 
website 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


